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Antiques Roadshow: 
The Object of Learning 
• 
Laura Felleman Fattal 
Even as school administrators were cutting the unique feature of 
museum Educators from the school district budget, museum directors 
in Philadelphia were calling teaching through objects, 'lightning in a 
bottle: Educating Uuough objects that have been crafted by talented 
artisans, owned by famous people, cherished by their association 
with loved ones, or inanimate witnesses to important historical 
moments is a recognized and immediate path to learning in the arts. 
In the searrn for the authentic, while simultaneously embracing the 
virtual, Americans participate in shaping a broad understanding of 
popular culture and accumulated history. Americans are having a love 
affair with bric-a-brac, yard sales, estate sales, and flea markets. A 
parallel development can be seen in the advent of genealogy as a hobby 
in diagramming family trees. Learning from actual objects fuses the 
critical processes of observation, analysis and evaluation with an 
appreciation of technical and design skills. Object learning is a type of 
cultural mirror. 
The appeal of the objects found in attics, basements, and garages 
is best seen in public television's program, Antiques Roadshow. An 
educator can nothe1p but be absorbed by the interest level and attention 
to detail the amateur antique scavengers have for the stories the 
appraisers wholeheartedly share with them and the public television 
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audience. Art education, as a discrete diSCipline as weD as a springboard 
to interdisciplinary instruction, shares similar goals and investigative 
approaches to learning from objects with that of Antiques Roadshow. 
Mutually reinforcing pedagogical comparisons between popular 
television shows and educational initiatives create cultural connections 
and build community. After watching Antiques Roadshow only a few 
times, a viewer could become an amateur art historian grouping objects 
being appraised into germane themes such as Frontier Life after the 
CivU War along America's major rivers- the Missouri, the Mississippi, 
the Columbia, and the Colorado, or The Untutored Eye-portraits and 
landscapes in clothing, wall hangings, flags, and upholstery or The 
Inventive Mind-fanciful toys and useful tools or New York City 1920s 
through the 19SOs from Table Settings to Street Walkers. Style, materials 
and chronology become the tools for allieamers in a quest to categorize 
rustory. 
The call to merge ' road' and 'rubric' has direct backing in the 
National Education Goals: lifelong leaming, language literacy linked 
with visual literacy, an enhanced set of national standards in all 
disciplines, and recognition of professional development as a part of 
thenational agenda. In addition, the Advanced Placement examination 
in art history has begun to move from object identification to an 
understanding of cultural values inherent in a work of art. These 
examinations have a wider range of artifacts from world cultures being 
examined than ever before underscoring the importance of rituaL myth, 
ceremony, religion, geography, and materials inherent in each society. 
The sanctity of what is considered. an art h istorical resource is therefore 
greatly expanded to include objects of daily life as weD as those in 
archives and on view in museums. For over ten years, Art Education 
magazine has used its instructional resource section to provide color 
reproductions of non-western artifacts to promote further integration 
of global art making into the classroom. The pictured resources of 
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little or no value as collectibles in today's market. For collectors of toys, 
condition and rarity is everything. The excitement of folk art for both 
scholars and coUectors is the endemic uniqueness of the art form. For 
various paintings and sculptures, it is the collective wisdom and 
consensus of curators, appraisers, scholars, and dealers that determine 
which periods in an individual artist's development is most important 
and ultimately most valuable in the market. Punctuated by 
acknowledged and valued qualities, there are nevertheless arbitrary 
biases in all categories of collected objects accentuating the spirit of 
individualism. 
The market and the classroom often corroborate democratic 
orientations. Public opinion and public taste form a shifting matrix of 
consensus. Object learning advances the national art education 
standards with its emphases on critique, cultural history, aesthetics as 
well as tedmique and design. As s tates throughout the COWltry are 
issuing and revising arts standards, the reappearing concern for creating 
commWlity connectioflS is supported by the heightened examination 
of the artifacts of our personal and collective histories. 
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40 "Miss, Miss, Look" 
Miss, Miss, 
Look at What My Mother Sent Me 
from Jail 
Future Akins 
When I tell people that I teach in a public school. especially when 
Igo on to say that I teach at the Junior High level" there is almost aIways 
snickering soWlds and rolling eyes followed by horror stories from the 
past. They relate memories of crowded, 
noisy hallways filled with bullies; 
classrooms that felt like jail, teachers 
that were bored and lots of hormone 
driven mis-adventures. I just smile 
because I know it is all too true. I do 
not attempt to explain why, as an artist, 
I choose to retum to the classroom after 
so many years or how I am inspired 
everyday by the energy and truth of the 
students I encounter. I have come to 
learn that this immediate reaction by 
otheIS is only a small part of the whole experience. 
Junior High, for all its craziness and rambunctiousness is also a 
place of incredibly direct honesty. t do not know if this honesty is a 
remnant of innocence from elementary school or if it is the beginning 
bravado of young adulthood. It is probably a mixture of both. I only 
